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In general so far...

• 88 authors
• 61 institutes
• 17 countries
• Over 10,000 articles views by the date (since 2017)
• Educational programs and projects get involved...
  • Also to prepare for ATTRACT involvement
  • Student teams to submit papers from CBI programs..
  • Vol 3, Iss 1, we had I4C student involved, this continued in 3(2) with TU Delft
Future ...

• Indexing and abstracting
  • Accepted for Scopus
  • Accepted for Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ)
  • Web of Science Emerging Sources Citation Index is under review

• Challenges
  • Getting quality submissions
  • Guiding external teams
  • Increasing impact and citations

• Opportunities to improve
  • Special issues in various fields
  • Learnings from the educational programs (maybe special issue, DFGN has been in discussions)
  • Engagement of IdeaSquare participants and ATTRACT
  • PhD research colloquiums and paper development workshops
  • Concentration more on the process of innovation
  • Open Science in that also empirical data is made open, this would be important part of future
!Thank you!
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